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Summary
The p53 (phosphoprotein 53-kDa) is a tumour suppressor protein with its gene located at
chromosome 17. It has multiple roles as a transcription factor and serves to regulate
eukaryotic gene expression by inducing transcription of genes with roles in cell arrest, DNA
repair and apoptosis. It has been found that the p53 is often mutated in cancerous cells. The
loss of p53 function is exacerbating initiation and promotion of tumours when organisms are
exposed to carcinogenic chemicals and other genotoxic agents.
The regulation of the p53 expression is complex and not well understood. In this project I
investigated the levels of p53 mRNA in the nuclear and cytosolic compartments of cells
treated with transcription inhibitor actinomycin D. For this purpose a real-time PCR assay
was designed, optimized and used. The real-time PCR method is a highly sensitive way of
analysing changes in mRNA levels. As a reference, a housekeeping gene, GAPDH, was
selected and used for normalization in mathematical equations describing relative expressions
of the two genes.
In cells treated with actinomycin D, an overall, time dependent decrease of p53 mRNA levels
was discovered in both cellular compartments but with a more rapid initial decline in the
cytosol relative to the nuclear levels. This condition changed at around 6 hours of treatment
when the cytosolic levels increased relative to the nuclear p53 mRNA. Thus, during a
prolonged transcription inhibition the P53 mRNA levels undergo a switch between the
subcellular compartments. The function of this translocation is not known but it is
hypothesized that it maybe driven by early apoptotic events. Possible the fluctuating levels of
the p53 mRNA is a novel circumstance, related to its post-transcriptional regulation.

1. The Aim.
The aim of this degree project is, first, to design a real-time PCR assay to study the gene
expression of p53 levels in cells. Second to measure the p53 mRNA levels in the nuclei and in
the cytosol undergoing treatment of transcription inhibitor actinomycin D. The general
approach to the problem formulations has been from a life science and a posttranscriptional
perspective.

2. Introduction
Cancer is a worldwide disease with a prevalence of roughly 20 %. The pathology of cancer is
very complex and the molecular mechanisms underlying the disease is part of a multistep
process by far not yet elucidated. The disease is to a high extent a disease of old age and thus
also of life itself, but genetic polymorphisms and predispositions in combination with a
number of multifactor causes such as lifestyle factors, virus, radiation, and chemical products
are contributing factors (Sterner et al., 2003; Klug et al., 2002; Sharpless et al., 2002). These
complexities enable that more than 100 distinct types of cancer and subtypes of tumours can
be found within specific organs (Hanahan & Weinberg, 2000).
Carcinogenic chemicals and other genotoxicants can induce DNA damage, genomic
instability, and mutations, which as a consequence may lead to initiation and or promotion of
tumours (Alberts et al., 2002; Klaassen et al., 2001; Klug et al., 2002). This development is
especially exacerbated in cancers where the p53 gene is partially or wholly mutated – as has
proven to be the case in most patients where genetic screening has been done.

2.1 Carcinogenesis
Once a genetic insult in the genome is established and the nucleotide sequence(s) are changed
the normal genes are turned into oncogenes. The oncogenes are capable of causing the
transformation of normal cells into cancer cells and in case the normal genes initially
possessed important roles in the physiopathology of cancer the genes are referred to as
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cancer-critical genes. Therefore, it is usually the alterations of the cancer-critical genes of the
genome that renders predispositions towards tumourigenesis. These critical genes belong to
the four classes of regulatory genes: (1) growth promoters (protooncogenes), (2) growth-
inhibiting cancer suppressor genes (antioncogenes), and (3) genes that regulate apoptosis. A
mutation of any of these genes may result in the expression of dysfunctional gene products
and or the loss of regulatory gene products.
The fourth class of cancer-critical genes is the (4) DNA repair genes encoding for the DNA
repair systems, the proteins that regulate repair of damaged DNA. The DNA repair genes
affect cell proliferation or survival indirectly by influencing the ability of the organism to
repair the nonlethal damage in other genes. Therefore, any mutation in these genes may cause
genomic instability and a predisposition to further mutations in the genome with possible
subsequent neoplastic transformation of the normal cells. (Kumar et al., 2003)

2.2 Environmental and chemical carcinogens
The environment constitutes a source of varying amounts of compounds with carcinogenic
and mutagenic properties. The continuous exposure of these chemicals to people, exogenously
in the air, food or water or endogenously as metabolical products, constitutes a risk to the
developing cancer. (Wogan et al., 2004) The high frequency of p53 mutations in a wide
variety of tumours, many of which have been linked to carcinogen exposures, underscores the
significance of this type of aberration in the development and progression of human cancers
(Kastan et al., 1991). Typical inducers of the p53 protein are UV light, gamma-irradiation,
chemotherapeutic agents and chemical carcinogens (Liu & Kulesz-Martin, 2001).

2.3 Carcinogens
A carcinogen is any agent or substance that promotes cancer. Carcinogens are also often, but
not necessarily, mutagens or teratogens. Carcinogenic compounds may be grouped into three
categories: (1) chemicals, (2) radiation, and (3) microbial agents (12). The chemical
carcinogens may be further grouped in (1) direct causative (genetic) agents or (2) indirect
(epigenetic) agents (Williams, 2001).

The direct carcinogens are DNA-reactive agents that has ability to form DNA adducts in cells,
eventually leading to neoplastic formation. Carcinogens in this group contain reactive
electrophilic groups in their structures or are able to become activated to electrophilic
reactants. Most DNA-reactive carcinogens are organic synthetic chemicals such as certain
pharmaceuticals or cytostatics with acylating or alkylating properties. Other types of
compounds include certain members of the alkaloids, bacterial toxins (mycotoxins), such as
the aflatoxins or actinomycin D, as well as the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH:s).

The epigenetic carcinogens lack the molecular structures required for electrophilicity and are
instead exerting effects that indirectly lead to neoplastic transformation of cells or
enhancement of tumour progression for already transformed cells. (Williams, 2001) As the
epigenetic compounds not are carcinogenic per se they can not react with DNA and elicit a
carcinogenic response until after being biotransformed, usually the cytochrome P450 family
and the enzymes that act on the P450 metabolites. (Wogan et al., 2004) Compounds belonging
to this group are typically coming from largely synthetic pesticides, food additives, industrial
and tobacco smoke, and drugs. (Williams, 2001; Wogan et al., 2004)
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2.4 Chemical carcinogenesis
In the process of chemical carcinogenesis the direct genetic and indirect epigenetic agents
will, depending of their properties, operate at different events (figure 1). The DNA-reactive
carcinogens operate mainly in the initial sequences of carcinogenesis, damaging the DNA
directly in the nuclei, thus changing the patterns of transcription and producing neoplastic
transformation. Most of the indirect epigenetic agents are affecting in the later events in the
carcinogenesis process, when the normal cell has become a neoplastic cell. Their effects
enhance the cell proliferation and thereby neoplastic development, such as clonal expansion.
(Williams, 2001)

Figure 1. Sequences of chemical carcinogenesis. The two major groups of chemical carcinogens may interfere in
the cell and initiate and exacerbate the process in different path physiological events. The direct causative
genetic agents cause DNA damage in the cell nuclei, leading to altered gene expression and the transformation of
the cell into a neoplastic cell. The second group of agents, the indirect epigenetic agents, exacerbates the
oncogenesis by enabling continued cell replication, reduced apoptosis and expansion and diversifying clone
species. Figure after Williams (2001).

2.5 p53 – The guardian of the genome

2.5.1 The tumour suppressor functions of p53
The p53 (phosphoprotein 53-kDa) is a tumour suppressor gene located at the short arm of the
chromosome 17 and act as transcription factor. Its important role in tumour development has
been attested by numerous reports stating that the p53 is the most commonly altered gene in
human cancer. More than 70 % of human cancers have a defect in the p53 gene, and the
remaining have defects in genes up-stream or down-stream of p53. (Kumar et al., 2003)
Homozygous loss of the p53 has been found to increase multi-fold times the chance of
developing tumours and abnormalities of the p53 gene has been found present in a wide
spectrum of cancers, including tumours of the breast, lung, colon, bladder, brain, bone,
haematopoietic, muscle (Kastan et al., 1991) and glioma tissue (Lefranc et al., 2006; Preusser
et al., 2006).
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The tumour suppressor properties of p53 protein enable cellular maintenance of genetic
stability by responding to multiple environmental stresses, including DNA damage,
expression to oncogenes, oxidative stress, cell adhesion, cellular aging, ribonucleotide
depletion, microtubule disruption, and redox modulation (Jimenez et al., 1999). The major
roles of the p53 protein are antiproliferative: to monitor DNA damage (Ljungman & Lane,
2004; Liu & Kulesz-Martin, 2001), mediate cell cycle arrest in the G1/S checkpoint and block
transcription, and thereafter either (1) upregulate the DNA repair genes, or (2) induce the
apoptosis-inducing genes. (Bálint & Vousden, 2001; Chandler et al., 2006; Kumar et al.,
2003; Lakin & Jackson, 1999; Liu & Kulesz-Martin, 2001). Cells that are inefficient at this
inhibitory process may be prone to neoplastic development (Kastan et al., 1991).

2.5.2 DNA damage monitoring and activation
The p53 protein functions as a detector of DNA damage (Liu & Kulesz-Martin, 2001) and it is
assumed it is acting as a “lesion dosimeter” in the cell, eventually yielding the adequate
response to the amount of disturbances according to, as of yet, not elucidated parameters. It
has been proposed that RNA polymerase II acts as a sensor of template disturbances due to
DNA strand breaks or bulky lesions and that, as a consequence of the ensuing blocked
transcription and replication, alerts the p53 via the activation of DNA damage sensor protein
kinases (Ljungman & Lane, 2004). The kinases, including the ATM, ATR, and DNA-PK
(DNA-dependent protein kinase), convey the signalling by phosphorylating of the p53 protein
– specifically at the serine-15 and serine-20 residues of the N-terminus sites if the damage is
causing by hindered transcription due to blocked elongation of the transcript (Lakin &
Jackson, 1999; Ljungman & Lane, 2004). A mutation in the p53 gene renders the loss of p53
DNA damage sensing and function in the signalling pathway and this is assumed to be
prevalent in all, or most, human cancers (Kastan et al., 1991).
Simultaneously, as the modifying phosphorylation causes activation of the transcriptional
potential of p53, it is also stabilised and transported in the cell. The p53 is stabilized through
increased half-life by dissociation of murine double-minute protein 2 (Mdms-2), alleviated of
the Mdm-2 inhibition in the p53/Mdm circuit (figure 2), whilst undergoing a translocation
from the cytoplasm to nucleus. The accumulation of the p53 protein in the nucleus of the
treated cells intensifies the transcriptional activity of downstream target genes. (Chandler et
al., 2006; Lakin & Jackson, 1999; Ljungman & Lane, 2004; Prives, 1998)
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Figure 2. Regulation of p53 by Mdm-2. Phosphorylating of the p53 protein at the serine-15 and serine-20
residues at the N-terminus by kinases result in the alleviation of the proteasome-associating Mdm-2 protein
bound to the p53. The dissociation results in activation and stabilisation of the p53. This enables for the p53 to
leave the cytoplasm and enter the nucleus to activate genes that are involved in cell cycle arrest, apoptosis, or
enhanced DNA repair. Figure after Lakin & Jackson (1999).

Regardless of the origin of the cellular stress the stabilized p53 protein induces growth
inhibition of the cell cycle by inducing transcription of molecules with cycle arrest functions,
such as the cyclin-dependent kinases inhibitors (CDKIs) p16 and p21. The kinase inhibitors in
turn inactivate specific cyclins (cyclin D and E). The inactivation leads to
hypophosphorylation of the tumour suppressor protein retinoblastoma (RB) which then
complex to the transcription factor E2F. The RB-E2F complex binds to the DNA and block
transcription of S phase genes. Thus p53 induces a cell brake and the cells will not transverse
beyond the “point of no return”, the G1/S checkpoint. (Kumar et al., 2003) With the cell in a
quiescent state it is possible to commence repair of the cell or initiate programmed cell death.
The selection of which pathway the cell embarks on is dependent upon the amount of pro- and
anti-apoptotic factors, resulting in tipping the balance in favour of gene expression in one of
the ways. In either case, both mutagenesis and, subsequently, carcinogenesis are suppressed
(Ljungman & Lane, 2004).
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2.5.3 The DNA repair system
An attempt to repair the damaged DNA may be initiated with the p53 upregulating the
transcription of DNA repair genes such as GADD45 (growth arrest and DNA damage) and
p21 (Jimenez et al., 1999). Also, p53 itself may participate in the repair through nucleotide
excision repair or base excision repair through first binding with its C-terminus directly to
different forms of damaged DNA strands and bulges (Bálint & Vousden, 2001). If the repair
is successful the p53 will autoregulate itself by increasing transcription of Mdm2, which then
downregulates the p53, starting up the cell cycle again. If DNA repair proteins fail to remove
the damage the p53 directs the cell to die by triggering apoptosis. (Kumar et al., 2003; Lakin
& Jackson, 1999)

2.5.4 The apoptotic machinery
If the DNA repair systems fail to repair the DNA damage, or if the injury is found
irreversible, the cell will undergo apoptosis. The apoptosis of the cell may occur in two ways:
the (1) mitochondria-mediated apoptotic pathway (the intrinsic pathway), triggered by
intracellular stimuli, or the (2) death receptor-mediated apoptotic pathway (extrinsic
pathway), activated via extracellular apoptotic stimuli. The p53 proteins are predominantly
active in the mitochondria-mediated pathway, but as both transductions crosstalk the p53 also
has a role in the death receptor mediated signalling. Further, the p53 proteins also compose a
separate p53-dependent pathway, a variant of the intrinsic pathway. In the end, both paths
result in the activation of caspases that amplify cascades of proteolysis in the cell, causing
degradation of the chromosomal DNA by activating DNases, leading to cell death.
(Chowdhury et al., 2006)
The role of p53 in the intrinsic pathway is initiated by intracellular apoptotic stimuli in the
form of various DNA damage – often caused by cellular stresses – and p53 responds to the
damage and may proceed to play dual roles: (1) to translocate to the nucleus to bind to the
DNA as an transcription factor and upregulate apoptosis-inducing genes such as Bax, Bad,
Noxa, Bid and PUMA (p53-upregulated modulator of apoptosis), and (2) to inhibit and
downregulate the anti-apoptotic Bcl family of proteins (mainly Bcl2 and BclXL). Thus, p53
takes part in a delicate and intricate balance of both promoting and inhibiting members of the
apoptosis pathway.
As a consequence of p53-mediated upregulation of apoptotic factors, the yielded proteins will
transfer the death signals to the mitochondrion and facilitate the assembly of outer pro-
apoptotic proteins, such as Bax and Bak, into the pores in the outer mitochondrial membrane,
and change the mitochondrial permeability to release or leak out various apoptosis-inducing
factors, including protons and cytochrome c. (Jimenez et al., 1999; Kumar et al., 2003)

A further pro-apoptotic effect of p53, which is independent of transcription regulation, is the
direct involvement with inducers of mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization
(MOMP) at the mitochondrion. (Chowdhury et al., 2006) The MOMP fate constitutes one of
the major events leading to apoptosis of the cell. The process is, apart from breaking down the
inner and outer membranes of the mitochondrion and the concomitant release of proteases and
nucleases as well as the cytochrome c, also releasing caspase-independent cytotoxic proteins,
effectively mediating a death effect. (Galluzzi et al., 2006)
If the signal-transduction of the apoptotic machinery fails at some level(s), the tumour cells
may evade apoptosis and continue replication. Multistep tumourigenesis is intrinsically linked
to apoptosis resistance and recent evidence points to a direct implication of mitochondria in
oncogenesis (Galluzzi et al., 2006).
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2.6 Gene regulations
The gene expression pathway of making proteins is called the genetic code, or the central
dogma of molecular biology, and is regulated at several steps, all of which are vulnerable to
aberration in some way. The ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecule is at the middle of the central
dogma and is highlighted by the many different gene expression steps, limiting rate of amount
of RNA molecules and enabling diversity of proteins.
The RNA is transcribed in the nucleus and is transported to the cytoplasm for protein
synthesis. The flow is subjected to several regulatory steps: (1) transcriptional control, (2)
RNA editing, (3) RNA splicing, (4) control of 3´-end formation by cleavage and poly-A
addition, (5) control of RNA transport from the nucleus to the cytosol, (6) localization of
mRNA:s to particular parts of the of the cell, (7) control of translation initiation, and (8)
regulated mRNA degradation, and (9) control of protein activity (figure 3). (Alberts et al.,
2002; Glisovic, 2003; Orphanides & Reinberg, 2002; K. Christian, personal communication)
Gene transcription and RNA processing events does not appear to be solely unidirectional
from the nucleus to the cytoplasm as also crosstalk between the compartments appear by
regulatory molecules able to shuttle in between the compartments (Glisovic, 2003).

Figure 3. The RNA molecule is subjected to several regulatory steps from its synthesis in the nucleus to its final
conformation to an active protein in the cytosol. Some of the major steps are (1) transcriptional control, (2) RNA
processing control: splicing, or otherwise processed, (3) RNA transport and localization control, (4) translational
control, (5) mRNA degradation control, or (6) protein activity control. Figure from Glisovic (2003).

Among the various RNA species messenger RNA (mRNA) are the molecules destined to be
translated to proteins. The messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules compromise only about 3 – 5
% of the total RNA in a eukaryotic cell. (Alberts et al., 2002).

The predominant form of regulation for most genes is the control of transcription initiation.
The transcription of each gene is controlled by a regulatory region of DNA relatively near the
site where the transcription begins. The regulatory region functions as a switching device,
turning the gene on or off, and may be simple or complex. However, fundamental components
of such regulation are (1) stretches of defined DNA sequence, and (2) gene regulatory
proteins (activators or repressors). The gene regulatory proteins can recognize a specific DNA
sequence because the surface of the protein is extensively complementary to the surface of
that region. The p53 protein is a gene regulatory protein that has most of its activity in the
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nuclei of the eukaryotic cells and its many DNA-interactions are attested by the findings that
more then 90 % of the p53 mutations are located within the sequence-specific DNA binding
domain (Liu & Kulesz-Martin, 2001).
The p53-Mdm2 interactions are the main regulatory control of the protein rates. The
transcriptional regulation has a processing time of producing proteins from several hours, an
amount of response time that can be reduced to only minutes in post-transcriptional regulation
(K. Christian, personal communication).

2.6.1 Post-transcriptional regulations of the p53
Contemporary science has found it probable that the most important regulatory pathways of
p53 are the posttranscriptional regulatory steps in the control of nucleocytoplasmic transport,
translation, and in the regulation of protein stability and activity. These regulations of p53 at
multiple levels provide a means for the p53 protein to select among downstream events in
response to diverse genotoxic stress signals (Liu & Kulesz-Martin, 2001). The mechanisms
enable the cell to activate p53 rapidly which is necessary in response to dire conditions in
which cellular stress is intensive and causing damage in the genome (Jimenez et al., 1999).
This is evident in the finding that p53 protein levels increase in cells exposed to DNA
damaging agents hindering transcription (Kastan et al., 1991). The increase of p53 protein
levels after DNA damage appears within minutes in the cell. Simultaneously, the p53 mRNA
levels are not increased in the cell and the rising p53 protein levels are enabled through
posttranscriptional gene regulations. (Lakin & Jackson, 1999) This enables avoidance of the
necessity of transcribing new p53 mRNA molecules utilizing a potentially damaged DNA
template. (Kastan et al., 1991)

2.6.2 Control of nucleocytoplasmic transport
The transport of mRNA, including that of p53, from the nucleus to the cytosol is a highly
selective posttranscriptional regulation that is closely dependent to correct previous RNA
processing. The mRNA transcripts are not allowed to exit the nucleus until the previous
processes of splicing and other steps are finished. Nucleocytoplasmic shuttling is delayed
until processing is finished and any mechanism that prevents the completion of RNA splicing
of the molecule can in principle block the nuclear export of the transcripts. (Alberts et al.,
2002) Sets of different mRNA binding proteins and RNA export factors enable guidance of
the transcripts through the aqueous nuclear pore complexes of the nuclear membrane. Some
of these proteins remain on the mRNA as it is exported whereas some are nuclear-restricted
and are shedded on its way out. Some of the most abundant of these mRNA binding proteins
are the multifunctional proteins the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleic proteins (hnRNPs).
(Alberts et al., 2002; K. Christian, personal communication)
Two species within the hnRNP family, C1/C2, have been to be implicated in regulation of the
p53 induction. It has been hypothesised that the hnRNP C1/C2 binding to mRNA molecules
retains the transcripts within the nucleus and that, prior to nuclear export, the hnRNP C1/C2
dissociates resulting in the mRNA strand being exported out of the nucleus (Piñol-Roma,
1997). Another nucleocytoplasmic regulation proposed to support the nuclear accumulation of
both p53 protein and p53 mRNA molecules during interference with the transcription is via
the C-terminus´ nuclear export sequence (NES) -mediated interaction with the mRNA
nuclear-export machinery, TAP and NP160 (Ljungman & Lane, 2004).
However, the posttranscriptional interactions hnRNP-p53 mRNA is not completely elucidated
(Carpenter et al., 2006) and its activities under cellular stress remain elusive, not the least as
some shuttling hnRNPs have dual roles depending on which cellular compartment it resides
in.
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2.6.3 Regulations in the cytosol
On arrival to the cytosol, the mRNA molecules are either translated into proteins by the
ribosomes, directed to specific intracellular locations for storage, or submitted to any of the
two major degradation pathways.
The translation of the mRNA goes in the 5´ to 3´ direction and can be initiated in two ways:
(1) cap-dependent, or by (2) internal ribosome entry site (IRES)-dependent translation. The
main difference between the initiations are that the IRES-dependent pathway does not require
binding to the 5´cap structure or the poly-A-tail of the transcription, nor does it need to recruit
the translation initiation factors of the cap-dependent pathway. (Alberts et al., 2002) In
situations of cellular stress cap-independent translation may be inhibited the IRES-dependent
translation may be initiated to uphold expression of needed proteins. It allows for the cell to
select which mRNAs that is to be translated at a high rate despite a general decrease of protein
synthesis due to transcription inhibition, apoptosis, or when the eukaryotic cell enters the M
phase. (Yang et al., 2006)
Cells treated with DNA damaging agents have revealed that the p53 mRNA are translated in
the IRES-dependent fashion mainly in the 5´-untranslated region (UTR) of the p53 mRNA,
although a number of mRNA binding proteins have also been found to bind to the 3´-UTR
side. (Lakin & Jackson, 1999; Yang et al., 2006)

2.6.4 Regulation of p53 protein activity
The posttranslational regulations of p53 protein activity include: (1) compartmentalization,
(2), covalently bonded groups, and (3) degradation. Compartmentalization is the redirection
of p53 to a location in the cell where it can exert its normal transcriptional functions: the
nucleus. This regulation may rapidly change according to response. Covalently bounded
groups include phosphorylation, dephosphorylation, acetylation, and methylation. (K.
Christian, personal communication) The modification of terminal residues of the protein
changes the activity of the protein and phosphorylation of the N-terminus residues serine-15
and serine-20 by DNA-PK results in the negative regulation of the Mdm-2 or Mdm-4
proteins, resulting in release of the p53 protein from its rate-limiting complex with it (figure
2). (Lakin & Jackson, 1999; Prives, 1998) This regulation is evident in the DNA damage
response of the cell when the p53 protein goes from having a half-life of only ~5-20 minutes
in its bound state to be increased severalfold when free (Giaccia & Kastan, 1998).
The normal, albeit short, half-life of the p53 when bound to the Mdm2 and or Mdm4 is due to
it being transported out of the nuclei to cytosol by the Mdm proteins while there associating
with ubiquitin ligases. They mark the p53 with ubiquitin which thereafter draws the attention
of proteasomes, unfolding and digesting the proteins. (Chandler et al., 2006)
The proteolytic pathway thus confer a short half-life on the p53 protein in cells with normal
status but whose concentrations may have to change rapidly with alterations in the state
(Giaccia & Kastan, 1998).

2.7 Treatment drug: actinomycin D
Actinomycin D (a.k.a. dactinomycin) is a cyclic polypeptide-containing antibiotic derived of
the soil bacterial strains Streptomyces parvulus (figure 4). It has high toxicity in eukaryotic
cells and is commonly used as an anticarcinogenic agent and acts by suppressing the
expression of neoplasia in tumour cells. (Szczepanik et al., 2004; Veal et al., 2005)
Chemotherapy combining actinomycin D with other cytostatics and radiotherapy or surgery is
usually applied in treatment of Wilms tumor, the most frequent malignant renal tumour in
children, as well as in Hodgkin’s disease. (Green et al., 2006; Li et al., 2006; Veal et al.,
2005)
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Figure 4. The chemical structure of actinomycin D. Figure from www.axxora.com.

Actinomycin D affects the eukaryotic cell by intercalating into the duplex DNA with anti-
parallel chain orientation. It binds in between the base paired dinucleotide sequences; in the
narrow grove of the DNA and, by a hydrogen bonding, to the guanine residues of the opposite
chain. The molecular mechanism of action appears when actinomycin D binds to a
conformational intermediate single-stranded DNA in the transcriptional complex, causing a
bulge and an occupation of an RNA polymerase binding site in the helical structure that leads
to interference of the RNA polymerase II-supervised elongation of the growing RNA chains.
The effect of hindered RNA polymerase by actinomycin D leads to the halted transcription
activity of adjacent RNA polymerases as they tend to be very closely packed, making
actinomycin D a very potent transcription inhibitor, both in vitro and in vivo. (Li et al., 2006;
Sobell, 1985) Thus, by immobilizing the transcription complex in aberrant cell types hindered
proliferation of neoplasms can be achieved.
Following treatment of actinomycin D, the paused RNA polymerase activity will canalize in
decreased mRNA production and protein synthesis. Actinomycin D will both function as a
trigger of p53 stability as well as an inducer of inhibited transcription.

2.8 Theory of methodology

2.8.1 Quantification of messenger RNA levels
In studies within the fields of cell biology, or cancer, and various other pathologies,
messenger RNA (mRNA) levels are often measured (Alberts et al., 2002) and compared with
the gene expression of controls. The amount of mRNA produced often correlates with the
amount of protein eventually synthesised and measuring the amount of a particular protein
produced by a given cell or tissue is often easier than measuring the amount of the final
protein.
For gene expression experiments involving quantification of mRNA levels the real-time PCR,
a technique refined from the original polymerase chain reaction, has been found to detect
minute amounts of mRNA. Reverse transcription (RT) of the targeted RNA is required before
real-time PCR but the two steps can also be combined, in which case it is referred to as real-
time RT-PCR.
The reverse transcription step is crucial as the amounts of complementary DNA (cDNA)
produced and to be used in the real-time PCR must correctly reflect the input amounts of the
mRNA (Bustin, 2002; Kubista et al., 2006).

http://www.axxora.com.
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2.8.2 Reverse transcription
Conversion of total amount of RNA into complementary DNA (cDNA) is a three step
incubation process in which the first consists of (1) elimination of contaminating genomic
DNA, the second (2) of sequence initiation and elongation of the new strand. Both of these
two reactions occur in incubations at a temperature of 42 °C whereas the last incubation (3)
terminates the reaction by inactivation of the enzymes at approximately 95 °C, effectively
terminating the reaction. The priming of the sequence is commonly executed by the non-
specific primers random hexamer primers or oligo-dT primers (Kubista et al., 2006) or a
mixture of both (Bustin & Mueller, 2005; QuantiTect® Reverse Transcription Handbook.
QIAGEN, 2005). The reverse transcriptases are multifunctional enzymes derived from RNA-
containing retroviruses and is functioning as DNA polymerases executing the elongation of
the sequence by using added dNTP:s (dTTP, dATP, dCTP, dGTP) as building blocks. The
resulting RNA-DNA hybrid does not remain a double-stranded molecule as the reverse
transcriptase also has RNA degradation activity on hybrids eventually leaving the
complementary strand unscathed while degrading the template (QuantiTect® Reverse
Transcription Handbook. QIAGEN, 2005).

2.8.3 Real-Time PCR

2.8.3.1 The mechanisms and functions of real-time PCR
Real-time PCR (Quantitative PCR, qPCR) is used for absolute and relative quantifications of
DNA and RNA template molecules and for clinical diagnosis of viral loads, tumours (Bustin
& Mueller, 2005), and gene expression in several other diseases (Wilhelm & Pingoud, 2003).
Previously Northern blotting has been the standard technique for mRNA measuring but with
the advent of the real-time polymerase chain reaction (Real-Time PCR or qPCR) machinery,
commercially available since 1997, new standards of mRNA measurement were achieved
with the improved accuracy and sensitivity.

Figure 5. The real-time PCR machine (BioRad). A computer is adjoining ensuring interactive analysis of the
results. The picture is taken in the Department of Toxicology, the Biomedical Centre, Uppsala University.
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PCR is performed on a DNA template, which can be single-stranded or double-stranded. To
enable gene expression measurements of the cDNA the PCR reactions must include,
additional to the investigated mRNA species, primers, Taq DNA polymerases, an
intercalating dye, fluorescein, dNTP:s, and a magnesium ion containing buffer. Optimized
supermixes containing all the reagents except the primers and the templates are commonly
used and are commercially available. The supermix is added to the investigated solutions just
before measurement in the real-time PCR apparatus (figure 5). The samples are submitted to
normal PCR thermal cycling fluctuations (figure 6). First, (1) the temperature is increased to
about 95 °C to melt the double stranded DNA, second (2) the temperature is lowered to allow
the primers anneal to the 3´- and 5´-ends of the desired cDNA sequence. The primer
annealing functions as demarcation sites of ends of the target sequence, and it initiates the Taq
DNA polymerase to this binding site. The Taq polymerase is originally isolated from the
thermopile Thermus aquaticus making it able to tolerate the heat of the PCR thermal cycles.
(Villbrandt et al., 2000) The Taq enzyme is activated after three minutes at 94 °C (Hunt, R.
C., 2006). Lastly, (3) the temperature is increased to 72°C and the elongation step begins,
where the Taq polymerases extend the primers. The cycle is repeated several times and
amplification, an accumulative logarithmic increase, of the target gene is achieved.

Annealing

Elongation

DenaturationT

72 °C

95 °C

50 °C

60 °C

30 °C

Time

Figure 6. The PCR temperature cycle. The general thermal cycling scheme must allow fluctuations that (1)
increase the temperature to about 95 °C to melt the double stranded DNA. Secondly, (2) the temperature is
lowered to let primers anneal at an approximate temperature that may vary from 50 up to almost 70 °C
depending on the primer specificity and the stretch of DNA to be amplified, and (3) the temperature is set to
approximately 72 °C to let the polymerase extend the primers. This cycle is repeated several rounds. Figure after
Kubista, et al. (2006).

The real-time detection of the amplicon production is possible due to the flurorescence of
intercalating dyes or quencher dyes such as the Taqman probes (Bustin & Mueller, 2005). A
standard intercalating dye in a variety of real-time PCR assays is the SYBR Green dye which
is an assymetric cyanine molecule that binds the minor groove of the dsDNA helix, which
consequently is the amplified gene sequence (Pfaffl, 2001; Wilhelm & Pingoud, 2003). This
dye has been found to about 100-fold more sensitive than ethidium bromide (Wilhelm &
Pingoud, 2003). When the SYBR Green dye binds to the double stranded sequence, the
intensity of the fluorescent emissions increases and as the thermal cycling is repeated the
fluorescence signal have an accumulative increase together with the increased concentration
of DNA. (Kubista et al., 2006; Applied Biosystems, 2006) During the PCR thermal cycling it
is only in the elongation step that the SYBR Green dye may the dsDNA bind and fluoresce.
The dye has approximately 1000-fold less affinity for single stranded DNA, and almost no
fluorescence, enabling the distinction between ss and ds DNA (amplicon product). (Wilhelm
& Pingoud, 2003) As the thermal cycles of the PCR is repeated several rounds the dye is
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recycled by the recurring denaturation. The dye fluctuates between unbound to bound forms
until the PCR is finished or the chemical is depleted (figure 7).

Figure 7. SYBR Green is an intercalator dye binding into doublestranded DNA. During the thermal cycling the
SYBR Green dye fluctuates from unbound and free in solution to bound into DNA. It remains unbound and has
no, or very low, flouresces activity during the denaturation phase of the PCR cycle whereas it displays strong
flourecense in the presence of amplicons, to which it is able to intercalate. Figure from Applied Biosystems
(2006).

In real-time PCR the amount of product, the amplicon, formed is monitored during the course
of reaction by monitoring the fluorescence of dyes or probes introduced into the reaction that
is proportional to the amount of product formed, and the number of amplification cycles
required to obtain a particular amount of DNA molecules is registered. (Kubista et al., 2006;
Wilhelm & Pingoud, 2003; QuantiTect® Reverse Transcription Handbook. QIAGEN, 2005)
The “real-time” monitoring of these reactions are executed by an intricate and sensitive
excitation system in the real-time machine. Lamp-originated light is reflected via special
filters and mirrors, onto the 96 well plate, exciting the fluorescent molecules in the wells. The
emissive light is eventually detected by a charge-couple device (CCD) detector, quantifying
the fluorescence. As the CCD detector of a real-time machine may have an array of several
hundreds of thousands pixels, ensuring a simultaneous imaging of all selected wells every
second, a mass of data is compiled. The real-time machine camera of detecting fluorescence is
usually set to begin its data compilation when the thermal cycling is in the annealing
temperature phase, when primers anneal to form double stranded molecules. (iCycler iQTM

Real-Time PCR Instruction Manual, BioRad)
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During the initial cycles the signal is weak and cannot be distinguished from the background.
As the amount of product accumulates a signal develops that initially increases exponentially.
Eventually the signal levels off, the exponential curve flattens into a plateau phase indicating
that reactions have come to a standstill, DNA synthesis has slowed down, and that
experminetal reagents such as primers, nucleotides, or polymerases, are diminished. (Wilhelm
& Pingoud, 2003) The reactions may be presented in a linear or in a logarithmic view (figures
8 and 9). The arithmetic view is the easiest to interpretate the collected data as the treshold
fluorescence line, marcating where the data collection has been done, is set low and in a
context that ensures a more reliable undestanding of the differences in the investigated
samples (figure 8). However, as the PCR amplification is a logarithmic reaction, the increases
of detected amplicons are clearly visible with this type of graph and it may complement in
understanding data. Typically, in the logarithmic view, the threshold fluorescence line is
crossing the middle of the exponential phase of the investigated gene in (figure 9). (Hunt, R.
C., 2006)

Figure 8. Arithmetic view of a typical signal in the real-time PCR. The detection of SYBR green in this single
sample of GAPDH mRNA diplays three phases: (1) no visible signal, (2) an exponential phase, and (3) a plateu
phase. The real-time PCR software automatically sets the threshold level (yellow line) slightly above the
background noise and the number of cycles required to reach threshold (Ct) are registered. The Ct-value for this
particular sample is 23.7 and the threshold fluorescence line is set at approximately 53.5 RFU. The number of
amplification rounds is seen on the X-axis, and the fluorescence is on the Y-axis.

No signal

Exponential phase Plateau phase

Threshold line

                                   Cycle
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Figure 9. Logarithmic view of the same single sample as in figure 22. The exponential phase of the amplified
mRNA, and thus the increased fluorecence activity, is visible in this real-time PCR machine mode. The threshold
fluorescence line (orange line) is typically seen crossing the investigated samples at the middle of its exponential
phase. The real-time PCR software automatically sets the threshold level slightly above the background noise
and the number of cycles required to reach threshold (Ct) are registered. The trace seen in the figure is the same
sample showed in figure 8.

The optimal point for analysing data of the PCR reaction is in the beginning of the
exponential phase. As the response curves in a typical real-time PCR experiment saturates at
the same level it tells us nothing about the initial amounts of the target molecules in the
sample. Therefore the optimal point to elucidate changes is to gather information from an
earlier location of the curve. (Kubista et al., 2006) This data is reffered to as threshold values
(Ct-values) which is the number of cycles required to reach a threshold fluorescence signal
level, an arbitrary set line, early in the exponential phase (Applied biosystems, 2006), but
appreciably above the background fluorescence (Pfaffl, 2001). Data collection from this early
phase ensures that different amounts of the initial mRNA concentrations are discriminated
and can be compared. (Kubista et al., 2006)
This is particularly usable in a dilution series, where a dilution factor of 10 will result in a Ct-
value increase of approximately 3.3 between samples. Thus, higher Ct-values reflect lower
starting template concentration. With the same relationship a 1 cycle difference has a dilution
factor difference of 2. (Hunt, R. C., 2006)

2.8.3.2 Melting curve analysis and the problem of primer-dimers
The melting curve analysis mode of the real-time machine is practised at the end of the real-
time PCR cycle scheme and is used to control for primer-dimer (PD) artefacts, mispriming,
contamination, or any other erraneous readout (Kubista et al., 2006).
PD products are a frequent problem in almost all real-time PCR reactions and arise from
interactions between each other without depending on template. (Brownie et al., 1997)
Complementarity between the primers in particularly the 3´-ends causes the artefacts,
although there is no single mechanism for the complementarity (Kubista et al., 2006). This
alignment may give rise to PD artefacts after 30 cycles (Brownie et al., 1997) and is also
commonly seen in negative controls (containing no cDNA). The real-time machine can not
discriminate between the products it detects as the fluorescence light is the same for all the

Threshold line

Plateau phase Exponential phase

                                    Cycle
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dsDNA. This comes as a consequnce of intercalator dyes such as SYBR Green dye is
sequence non-specific and will intercalate into any dsDNA. (Kubista et al., 2006; Wilhelm &
Pingoud, 2003)
If PD:s are present in tests it may manifest itself in askew mRNA level measurement. The
askewity comes as a consequence of the PD:s interfering with the PCR reactions by
competing with the desired amplicons for regeants. (Kubista et al., 2006)

The PD:s can be detected by the melting analysis mode of the real-time machine since PD
products typically are shorter and have different base composition than the amplicon and
therefore melt at a lower temperature (Wilhelm & Pingoud, 2003).
By increasing the annealing temperature in the PCR cycles it is possible to reduce or eliminate
the PD formations while leaving the larger-sized amplicons intact. (Kubista et al., 2006;
Wilhelm & Pingoud, 2003) In this manner the fluorescence is measured as function of the
gradually raised temperature. When the temperature is reached at which the dsDNA
denaturates the dye comes off and the fluorescence drops abruptly. This is the melting
temperature (Tm) of a product and it is defined as the temperature at which the steepest
decrease of signal occurs. It is easiest determined as the maximum peak value of the negative
first derivate of the melting curve (figure 10). (Wilhelm & Pingoud, 2003) If PD:s are present
in samples they will be recognized on the software graph by having melting peaks appearing
at a lower temperature, thus, on the graph, located separate and earlier from the amplicons Tm
(see pink trace on figure 10). In this way aberrantly expressed samples can be detected.

Figure 10. Melting curve analysis. This melting curve graph displays the same samples as in figure 57, but in the
first negative derivate mode: the negative derivate of fluorescence (Relative light units) divided by temperature
(-d(RFU)/dT). Since the negative control with primer-dimer products (pink trace) has shorter base pair sizes then
the amplicon (blue trace) it has lower melting temperature (Tm) and fluoresce less. Contrary, the amplicon
produced from the targeted product is typically longer and melts at higher temperature than the primer-dimers. In
this way aberrantly expressed samples can be detected. Blue trace: GAPDH expression sample in cytoplasm
from actinomycin D-treated (5 ½ hrs) cells. Pink trace: negative control displaying primer-dimer accumulation in
absence of cDNA to anneal to.

Additional to the melting analysis mode, also the linear mode can indicate PD:s and other
disturbances in the PCR reactions. As the fluorescence is expected to be lower with lesser
amounts of reagents the plateau phase of the response curve is much lower then normal
curves. Thus, the response curve is saturated at a lower lever whereas ideally all curves should
be saturated at the same level.

  Primer dimer

  Desired amplicon

                     Temperature [°C]
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2.8.4 Pre-data treatment

2.8.4.1 Normalization/the relative gene expression ratio
In the studies of the gene expression, a reference is required for normalization to ensure valid
comparative quantification results from the pre-data compilation. There are a number of
different normalization procedures based on physical parameters, such as volume, mass, size,
and cell number. But due to heterogeneity of biological samples, these models are often
unreliable. Instead it is more practical to normalize to total RNA amount, to an externally
added RNA standard, or to housekeeping genes. (Kubista et al., 2006) Normalization against a
housekeeping gene is more practical and is the most frequently used since it can control all
variables (Gooseens et al., 2005).
Although there is no universal housekeeping gene with a constant expression (Bustin et al.,
2005; Kubista et al., 2006) several Genes have been found to be roughly stable and
ubiquitously expressed in all cells and tissues. Consistency in expression is desired since the
mRNA levels of the target gene are expected to fluctuate because of the treatment. To ensure
further validity in the comparative quantification the amplicons from the housekeeping gene
must be primed from the same cDNA, as well as to be submitted to the same treatment and
experimental conditions as the target gene.
Normalization of the data using unstable housekeeping genes can result in erroneous
conclusions, especially when only one reference gene is used (Gooseens et al, 2005).
Common housekeeping genes found to be reliable in a number of assays is glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate-dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and -actin (Gooseens et al, 2005; Pfaffl, 2001; W glarz
et al., 2006).

2.8.4.2 Mathematical models of relative quantification
The Ct values of the investigated samples are the endpoints of the real-time PCR process but
are not practical for describing gene expression and must be processed to make sense. A
number of mathematical models and software programs exists which allow conversion of the
Ct-values into ratios of copy numbers and fold changes displaying the relative gene
expression levels. Two useful mathematical models are the Pfaffl equation (see equation 1)
and the single copy number method (equation 2). (Hunt, R. C., 2006; Kubista et al., 2006;
Wilhelm & Pingoud, 2003).

Equation figure text 1. The Pfaffl equation. The ratio is elucidated by dividing the threshold (Ct) values of the
treated and the untreated samples; where ETarget is the PCR efficiency of the studied gene and Ct:target the
difference in Ct values of the studied genes.

Equation figure text 2. The single copy number method. N0 is the relative template copy number and it is given
by converting the Ct-values; where E is the PCR efficiency value, the Ctsc value the expected Ct value for a
single template copy (negative control) sample, and Ct the values of the treated and the housekeeping genes.

Both models require a PCR efficiency value (E). The PCR efficiency value is estimated from
a slope based on a serial dilution of a standard (Kubista et al., 2006) and it is usually given by
the real-time PCR software. The mathematical model of Pfaffl displays the relative up- or
downregulation of expression in fold changes. The relative expression ratio of the target gene
is calculated based on E and the Ct deviation of the treated sample versus a control, and
expressed in comparison to a housekeeping gene submitted to the same mathematical formula

Ratio = (Etarget) Ct:target(control  sample) / (Eref) Ct:ref(control  sample) (1)

N0 = (1 + E)(Ct(sc) – Ct) (2)
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(Pfaffl, 2001). Since experimental assays for statistical validity require at least duplicates of
the samples only mean Ct values are used.

The setting of the threshold line does not affect significantly the differences between Ct-
values, though it affects the values of the individual Ct:s (Kubista et al., 2006). The real-time
PCR software also allows the threshold line to be set manually. The Ct values generated from
the samples of the housekeeping gene should be treated separately from not only the target
gene values but also from the values pawned from testing different cellular compartments.
One should avoid comparing the individual Ct values between experiments, and include one
reference per run to which all other response curves can be related (Kubista et al., 2006).
Utilizing the Pfaffl model the negative controls are included only for the purpose of
comparative evaluations of the reactions and not utilized in the mathematical model as such.

Another model for calculating the relative expression of two genes is the single copy number
method. In this model the Ct values are converted into template copy numbers (equation 2).
This method is based on the assumption that the template copy numbers will reflect the
amount of mRNA/cDNA in the tested samples. However, it does not elucidate the exact
number of template molecules, unless using an internal standard and measure the amount of
mRNA before the PCR reaction.
Different from the Pfaffl model, is the use of negative control values in the single copy
number method, here referred to as Ctsc. The Ctsc value is the Ct expected for a single
template copy sample (Kubista et al., 2006) and it is often approximated as the average of the
Ct values, which derives from the PD:s in the negative controls. Also the Ctsc value should be
treated separately from the other tested samples, and vice versa, as the Ct is used for
quantifying target copy number and its value is entirely subjective, as the threshold can be
altered at will (Bustin et al., 2005). Further, as described in the Pfaffl model, caution needs to
be taken in how to group the Ct data from the investigated genes in the analysis.

For both models the E values may have to be considered by repeated calculation using several
different E values. As the E values usually are assay specific, and often vary from sample to
sample, and it is possible to discriminate between the investigated genes tested and also their
treatment (Kubista et al., 2006). However, depending on the experimental approach and
hypothesis, it may be necessary to use E values from previous dilution experiments as an E
value can not be produced from using only one cDNA concentration (no gradient). A
possibility to disregard the requirement of a dilution gradient is the use of the semiquantitative

Ct model in which the E value for both the target and the housekeeping gene is set at 2.0
(Wilhelm & Pingoud, 2003), assuming that since the PCR process is an amplification process
the number of molecules per cycle is doubled and 100 % efficient (Kubista et al., 2006; Pfaffl,
2001).
Ultimately, for both models, the analysis of the target gene is presented as a relative ratio
expression in which both the control cells and the housekeeping gene are integrated.

2.8.5 Optimization of primers
To secure a reliable method for measuring mRNA levels using the real-time PCR technique it
is necessary to optimize for the best primer conditions in which the reactions can occur.
Disturbances in the reactions can lead to faulty results and misleading interpretation (Wilhelm
& Pingoud, 2003). A number of parameters therefore have to be considered: primer
specificity, annealing temperature, amount of cDNA, number of PCR cycles, base pair
composition (amplicon size) of target and reference primer pairs.
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If the reactions do not precede correctly, PD formation and or contamination is often the
cause. The tools of analysing these tests are the post-run data mode, including graphs of the
response- and the melting curves, of the real-time PCR software and gel electrophoresis.
Optimization of the target and the housekeeping gene primers are normally done by testing
optimal annealing temperature and cDNA concentration together with corresponding controls.
The testing of optimal annealing temperature is done by using a thermal gradient, a
touchdown program, set in the annealing step of the real-time PCR machine. During the
program the temperature is increased successively until permissisve temperature for the
primer set is reached and the amplification of the product will begin. The Tm is largely
affected by the GC content of the primers and a range of 40-70 % in GC content will yield
effective primers, more so if the primers have equal GC content. (Stagliano et al., 2003)
The optimal cDNA concentration is investigated by making a dilution series, a standard curve,
of the cDNA from the reverse transcription step.
The integrity of amplicons may be determined by gel electrophoresis. In this way false signals
coming from amplified pseudogenes in the real-time PCR may be determined (Kubista et al.,
2006).

3. Materials and Methods.
In this assignment a number of in vitro experiments were conducted with the endpoint being
measurement of mRNA levels in a real-time PCR machine (figure 11). The other laboratory
techniques included separation of RNA, reverse transcription, western blotting, gel
electrophoresis, primer and intercalation dye preparation, as well as the mathematical
determination of the relative expression of p53 mRNA levels in actinomycin D treated cells.

Figure 11. Flow scheme presenting the major in vitro methods used to investigate the relative mRNA expression
of p53 in actinomycin D treated hepG2 cells.
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3.1 Cell cultures
The immortalized cell line HepG2 was selected for the experiment as numerous tests support
this cell line to be a suitable tool for genotoxicity studying (Knasmüller et al., 2004). In
addition, an unaltered gene response is present. HepG2 is a human liver cell line, epithelial in
morphology, derived from a 15-year old Caucasian male (www.wikipedia.org). The cell line
was purchased from The American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and was cultured in an
incubator (LabRum Klimat Ab, Stockholm) set at 37 °C and with ambient conditions set at 5
% CO2. The cells were cultured in 100 mm plates (Sarstedt, Inc., Germany) modified eagles
medium (MEM) + Earle´s + glutamine (Ref. 31095-029, Gibco™, Invitrogen). Previously, we
had added to the medium, 50 ml of fetal bovine serum (FBS), 5 ml of sodium pyruvate, and 5
ml of non-essential amino acids (NEAA). We did not use antibiotics in our culturing.

3.2 Treatment of cells
The targeted cells were treated with actinomycin D dissolved in 50 µl of dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) so that the final concentration became 4 µM (Sigma, USA) and the negative control
cells were treated with vehicle only. The cells were incubated for 5 ½ hrs, under the same
conditions as previously described. At the moment of treatment, the cell plates had a
monolayered subconfluence estimated to be approximately 70 %.

3.3 Harvesting of cells
After the exposure time the medium was removed from the cell plates. The cells was washed
with 5 ml of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) Each cell populations were harvested by
scraping of the cell plate bottom in 1.5 ml cold PBS for approximately 30 seconds with a cell
lifter (Costar®), with a subsequent transfer of respective solution to a separate 1.5 ml
eppendorf tube. The tubes were immediately placed in a box with ice to avoid as much
degradation as possible of the biological material. The samples were centrifuged (Biofuge
Fresco) for 5 minutes under the setting of 2000 RPM (380 x g). The supernatant were
discarded. This step served to concentrate the cell material into pellets.

3.4 RNA extraction and compartmentalization
In summary, the crucial step of extracting RNA from the cells consists of disruption and
homogenization of the starting material, cellular separation of the nuclear and cytosolic
compartments, and a membrane technology based enrichment of the total mRNA to be
utilized for the forthcoming steps in our experiment. The steps are described in the flow chart
in figure 12.
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Figure 12. Set up of the steps enabling cellular
separation of the treated (+) and non-treated (-)
HepG2 cells into nuclear and cytosolic
compartments and the subsequent RNA extraction
of each respective fraction. Schematically the steps
are as follows: (a) addition of cytosolic lysis buffer,
(b) separation of cellular compartments using
centrifugation, (c) added lysis buffer to both nuclear
and cytoplasmic fractions, (d) added ethanol and
centrifugation with applied column membrane, and
(e) elution of adsorbed RNA material.

We utilized the RNeasy Mini Kit from QIAGEN (kit content used: RNeasy mini spin
columns, collection tubes (1.5 ml and 2 ml), Buffer RLT, Buffer RPE, buffer RLN, and
RNase-free water) and followed the instructions of the protocol given in the RNeasy® Mini
Handbook (QAIGEN, 2001, pages 42-46), with the exceptions of separation of nuclear and
cytoplasmic compartments prior to RNA extraction. See table 1 for a complete list of reagents
included in the buffer RLN. A master mix was made with buffer RLT.
175 µl of buffer RLN were added to the pellets formed by the centrifugation prescribed in the
harvesting procedure. The buffer RLN enables lysis of the plasma membrane as well as the
membranes of organelles while leaving the nuclear membrane intact. The solution was
carefully resuspended through flicking the tube, ensuring plasma membrane lysis. The lysate
were then centrifuged for 2 minutes at 300 x g, in room temperature, and the supernatant,
containing the cytoplasmic fraction, were transferred to a new tube. The formed pellet, the
nuclei fraction, remained in the former tube. Thereafter, 600 µl of buffer RLT were added to
respective compartment fraction. The buffer RLT ensures efficient lysis and contains
guanidine isothiocyanate which is a salt that inactivates ribonucleases (RNases), thus aiding in
securing the isolation of intact RNA. Concomitantly, the nuclear pellet samples, but not the
cytoplasmic samples, were homogenized by passing through a 23 G 1” fine needle, size 0.6 x
25 mm (BD Microbalance™ 3) 10 times. Homogenizations of the nuclear pellets are needed
as they contain a double membrane structure of the nucleus, as well as to enable shearing of
the genomic DNA and the reduction of lysate viscosity. 430 µl of 99 % ethanol and 605 µl of
99 % ethanol were added to the cytoplasmic and the nuclear lysates respectively. The ethanol
is added to promote conditions enabling selective binding of mRNA to the RNeasy silica gel
membrane. 700 µl from respective samples were applied to RNeasy mini columns fixed to 2
ml-sized collection tubes. The columns were centrifuged (Biofuge Pico) for 60 seconds at
10000 rpm. Sequentially, another 300 µl of the cell extract were applied to the column, with
repeated centrifugation. In direct succession, two repeats of 500 µl of the washing buffer RPE
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were applied to the column followed by centrifugation after each round. Possible residual
RPE were removed by another centrifugation at 10000 rpm for 1 minute.
To elute the membrane-bound total RNA, 50 µl of RNase-free H2O were pipetted directly
onto to the column membrane. After cytoplasmic lysis a final centrifugation of 10000 rpm for
1 minute ensued. The eluates were stored at -80 °C.

Table 1. List of reagents included in the buffer RLN.
Buffer RLN contains:
50 mM         Tris·Cl, pH 8.0
140 mM       NaCl
1.5 mM        MgCl2
0.5 % (v/v)   Nonidet P-40 (1.06 g/ml)
1 mM           DTT

3.5 Protein measurement
Sample volumes of 5 µl were taken from each cellular compartment after the separation step
in the RNA extraction procedure, for total protein measuring and subsequent protein detection
using western blotting. Protein measurement of the nuclear and cytosolic compartments of the
treated and non-treated samples was conducted using folin reagent according to the classical
method of Lowry (Lowry et al., 1951).

3.6 Western blotting
20 µg of nuclear or cytoplasmic protein was blotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane (GE
healthcare) for protein detection via simultaneous western blotting. To detect separation of
total protein in respective cellular compartment we used simultaneous blotting with antibodies
against poly-ADP-ribose polymerase (PARP-1) (sc-8007) as a nuclear specific marker, and
HSP-90 (sc-13119) as a cytoplasmic specific marker (SCBT, Santa Cruz, CA). Blocking and
washes were carried out in TBS-T milk, and primary blotting in TBS-T. Goat anti-mouse
HRP conjugate was used as a secondary antibody, and the ECL method (Amersham
Biosciences, Sweden) was used for visualization.

3.7 Reverse transcription
The reverse transcription and the real-time PCR steps were executed separately. We made a
conversion of total RNA to complementary DNA (cDNA) utilizing the QuantiTect® Reverse
Transcription Kit and following the procedures prescribed in the QuantiTect® Reverse
Transcription Handbook (QIAGEN, 2005). See table 2 and 3 for the components used in the
chemical reactions of reverse transcription.

Table 2. Genomic DNA elimination reaction components
Component: Volume/reaction: Final concentration:
gDNA Wipeout Buffer, 7x 2 µl 1x
Template RNA Variable (500 ng)
Rnase-free water variable
Total volume 14 µl -

Table 3. Reverse-transcription reaction components.
Component: Volume/reaction: Final concentration:
Quantiscript Reverse Transcriptase 1 µl
Quantiscript RT Buffer, 5x 4 µl 1x
RT Primer Mix 1 µl
Template RNA reaction 14 µl
Total volume 20 µl -
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The mRNA extracted from their respective cellular compartments, treated and nontreated,
were thawed, and the genomic DNA was eliminated by the DNases contained within the
gDNA Wipeout Buffer. The concentration of template RNA used for each conversion was
500 ng. The total volumes of each sample in the reaction were 14µl.
The reactions were incubated for 2 minutes at 42 °C to remove genomic DNA. We then added
the reverse transcription reactions components to each template RNA reaction and incubated
the mixtures at 42 °C for 30 minutes. We followed up with another 3 minutes of incubation in
95 °C. All incubations were done in a water bath.

3.8 Complementary DNA preparation
A 10-fold dilution series of cDNA was made for the optimization tests. Various approaches
using dilution samples ranging from 100 – 104 cDNA were tested in the real-time PCR
machine. After optimization of cDNA template concentration, a template gradient was used to
optimize annealing temperature. After finding optimal amplicon amplification conditions for
the p53 and the GAPDH primers, in respect to PCR temperatures and concentration of cDNA,
we ran our experimental tests after the thermal cycling protocol, as described in table 6. The
primers used were selected after searching in the scientific literature. Two p53 primer pairs
were selected and coming from articles by W glarz et al. (2006) and Stone et al. (2003). The
GAPDH primer pair sequences were selected from Jones et al. (2002). All were purchased
from Thermo Electron GmbH, Germany. See table 4 for the nucleotide sequences. From here
on the primer pairs are discriminated by referring to the first letters of the authors of original
papers in which they were found. The annotation comes in parentheses after the primer name.

Table 4. The nucleotide sequences of the gene-specific primer pairs for p53 and GAPDH, used in the cDNA
preparation. The p53 (Stone et al., 2003) has an amplicon size of 260 bp, (Weglarz, et al., 2006) has an amplicon
size of 120 bp and the GAPDH a size of 385 bp.
Primer pairs: Nucleotide sequences:
P53 primers (Stone et al., 2003) 5´-CACTGCCCAACAACACCAGCTCCT-3´ (forward)

5´-GTCTGAGTCAGGCCCTTCTGTCTTG-3´ (reverse)
P53 primers (W glarz et al., 2006) 5´-TAACAGTTCCTGCATGGGCGGC-3´ (forward)

5´-AGGACAGGCACAAACACGCACC-3´ (reverse)
GAPDH primers (Jones et al., 2002) 5´-CAGGGCTGCTTTTAACTCTG-3´ (forward)

5´-GATGATCTTGAGGCTGTTGTC-3´ (reverse)

A master mix with the iQ™ SYBR® Green Supermix (BioRad) and dH2O according to a given
ratio was made previous to every real-time PCR run. For chemical content of SYBR Green
see table 5 (iQ™ SYBR® Green Supermix product sheet, BioRad, 2006).

Table 5. Product content of iQ™ SYBR® Green Supermix.
iQ™ SYBR® Green Supermix content: Concentration:
KCl 100 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 8.4 40 mM
dNTP:s (dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP) 0.4 mM of each dNTP
iTaq DNA polymerase, 50 units/ml 50 units/ml
6 mM MgCl2 6 mM
SYBR Green I
Fluorescein 20 nM

An appropriate amount of the mixture were portioned out to two eppendorf tubes to which
p53 and GAPDH primers were added respectively. The forward and reverse primers had
mixed to attain a 1:1 ratio [100 pm/µl]. Sequentially, approximately 2 µl or 3 µl of template,
from the tested cellular compartment, were added to each mixture of reagents. Replicates of
23 µl reactions were applied to a colourless 96-well plate (Buch & Holm A/S, Denmark) and
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an Rnase- and DNase –free sealing surface, Microseal `B´ Adhesive Seals (BioRad, USA),
were plastered on top of the well plate to seal the wells.
Negative controls were made for both the housekeeping gene and the p53. They contained no
template cDNA, but instead a corresponding volume of dH2O.

3.9 Real-time PCR
The 96 well plate plate was inserted into the iCycler iQ™ Real-Time PCR Detection System
(BioRad, USA) and the thermal cycle protocol was set as described in table 6. The camera
was set to detect the reaction chemistry at 67.5 C (figure 13). The samples were concordantly
subjected to a melt curve analysis to investigate dimerization and to ensure amplicon purity.

Table 6. Conditions of the thermal cycle functions of the real-time PCR apparatus. During a cycle the
investigated samples were submitted to a number of high temperatures at different durations. In the process
denaturation, annealing, and amplification is taking place. In the end of the thermal protocol a final cycle of
melting analysis were added for primer dimer detection.
Cycle: Repeats: Step(s): Dwelling: T set point: Reaction steps:
1. 1 1 8:30 mins 94 °C   Activation of hot-start TAQ
2. 48 1 15 sec 94 °C   Denaturation

2 15 sec 67.5 °C Annealing temperature; Camera detection.
3 20 sec 72 °C  Amplicon elongation

3. 1 1 1:00 min 95 °C Melt curve denaturation
4. 140 1 10 sec T decrease  Step down
5. 1 1 On hold   4 °C   Cooling (storage)

1 2 48x 3 4 5
94,ºC
8:30

95,ºC
1:00

4,ºC
Hold

Figure 13. Optimized PCR protocol. Figure taken from real-time PCR software (BioRad). The steps and their
functions in regard to the amplification process can be seen in table 6. The schematic line shows the changing
PCR temperature in one experiment. The camera symbol shows where the SYBR Green fluorescence is detected
and measured.

3.10 Amplicon integrity
Sample reactions from the above described real-time PCR protocol was separated using a
standard 1.5 % agarose gel. Amplicon size was estimated by comparison to correspondence to
molecular sizes given by a marker (ladder). Successful priming was indicated by one visible
band for the amplicon sizes of p53 respective GAPDH.
Hence, the detection of amplicons other then the p53 and the GAPDH gene products could
indicate a failure of the previous steps or faulty primer(s). The final gel was visualized under
UV illumination and digital images were captured.

3.11 Analysis of data
First, the fluorescence curves and the melting plots was analysed to detect events of
mispriming, dimerization, contamination, and other obvious faulty reactions that could
discredit the results. This enabled study of the variance of the response curve threshold values
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and the melting peaks of the formed products and the de-selection of results coming from
pipetting errors.
Secondly, data was calculated using the Pfaffl-method for relative expression of the target
gene (equation 1) (Pfaffl, 2001), and or the single copy number method (equation 2) (Kubista
et al., 2006).
The mathematical model of Pfaffl displays the relative ratio of the expression of the target
gene (the p53 gene). The expression is manifested as a sample versus a control in comparison
to a reference gene (the GAPDH).

Ratio = (Etarget) Ct:target(control  sample) / (Eref) Ct:ref(control  sample)      (1)

The single copy number method converted the raw data of the real-time PCR to copy
numbers. This enabled interpretation of the threshold values in copy numbers in different
installments aiding in revealing the development of p53 and GAPDH expression in treated
cells as a function of time. Relative expression, normalized to 1 hour or the highest amount of
the copy numbers were described in graphs.

N0 = (1 + E)(Ct(sc) – Ct) (2)

Two different PCR efficiency values were used in the Pfaffl equations and four different PCR
values in the single copy number method (table 103). The analytical studies are presented in
graphs; in stacks and in line curves.

3.12 Statistical analysis.
Statistical analysis of the results was performed using ANOVA and the statistical program
MiniTab (version 15).

3.13 Optimization of primer and amplicon reliability
The approach of testing primers were to first find the optimal annealing temperature of the
primers by setting up a temperature gradient, and second to find sufficient amount of cDNA
from a concentration gradient, to enable optimal amplicon amplification and avoidance of
dimerization in the reactions. Interactive analysis using the melting analysis mode and the
arithmetic mode of the real-time PCR software enabled study of the variance of the threshold
values of the response curves and the melting peaks of the formed products.
The temperature gradient of the real-time PCR machine ran from 60 to 69 °C and had 8
different increments in that range, each with a dwell time at 15 seconds, while continuously
monitoring the fluorescence. A melt curve was installed at the end of the thermal cycling of
all optimization PCR runs. The samples were heated up to 95 °C and confirmation of the
single single-gene specific peaks and the eventual primer-dimer formations were done.
From the concentration gradient experiments standard curves was constructed from which
PCR efficiency values for utility in the mathematical formulas displaying the relative
expression of the target gene. The final optimised results were transferred on the PCR
protocol seen in table 6.
One of the two tested p53 primer pairs (table 4) failed in yielding reliable results and was
subsequentially replaced by another p53 primer pair. The GAPDH primer pair was never
substituted throughout the trials.
Non-PCR optimization trials included quality testing of the separation of the cellular
compartments by western blotting and determination of the proteins. The amplicon validity of
the PCR products was determined on a gel electrophoresis.
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4. Results

4.1 PCR efficiency (E-value)
The values given from the cDNA concentration experiment with a gradient running from 500
ng to 0.5 ng can be seen in table 7. To achieve a better efficiency value for GAPDH the values
for each compartment was combined. For consistency the same data handling was done to the
p53 efficiency values. After compilation the correlation coefficient values read 102.3 % for
p53 and 106.0 % for GAPDH. The PCR efficiency values were utilized in the pre-data
treatments of subsequent experiments.

Table 7. Compiled and separate PCR efficiencies (E) and correlation coefficients (k) as given from the cDNA
concentration gradient.

Gene: Compartment: PCR efficiency: Correlation coefficient: Compilation:
p53 Nucleus 105.5% 0.98 E: 102.3%
p53 Cytosol 99.4% 0.99 k: 0.934

GAPDH Nucleus 113.6% 0.974 E: 106.0%
GAPDH Cytosol 118.4% 0.989 k: 0.831

4.2 Amplicon integrity of p53 and GAPDH on gel electrophoresis
The agarose gel electrophoresis confirmed that the fluorescent signal was specifically the
amplicons from p53 and GAPDH, and not from artefacts. The desired amplicon sizes were
observed and indicated by bands, corresponding to the 1 kB-ladder markings. The GAPDH
samples tested contained 10-fold diluted cDNA (500 ng to 0.5 ng) and a declining signal is
visible in the lower concentration chambers (picture 1 in figure 14) indicating less product as
a consequence of less template. Both p53 and GAPDH showed single amplicons.

Figure 14. Digital images of the detected amplicons of the p53 products on an electrophoresis gels. The tenfold
cDNA concentration series of GAPDH and the corresponding controls yielded DNA dye signal bands in all
chambers. The GAPDH samples was applied into the chambers in 4 10-fold descending concentration orders
(500 ng to 0.5 ng cDNA), from left to right: ActD cytoplasm and ActD nucleus, DMSO cytoplasm and nucleus,
and in the right end 2 no template controls. Four chambers make up each compartment. Uttermost to the left: the
ladder.

       GAPDH
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4.3 Confirmation of subcellular compartment separation
The quality of the separation of the nuclear and cytosolic compartments of the treated cells
was determined with simultaneous western blotting using cytosolic and nuclear specific
antibodies. The antibodies recognized the cellular compartment specific proteins PARP (Mw:
116 Kd) and HSP-90 (Mw: 90 Kd), indicating a successful separation of the cellular
compartments extraction step. A slight trace of nuclear specific PARP was noticeable in the
cytoplasm compartment. However no trace of cytoplasmic HSP-90 was seen in the nuclear
extracts, indicating good separation (figure 15).

Figure 15. Western blot of nuclear and cytosolic proteins PARP and heat-shock protein-90 (HSP90). A
satisfactory separation of the compartments was detected as the signals indicate the presence of compartment
specific proteins. The signals for nuclear specific PARP (Mw: 116 Kd) and cytosolic specific HSP-90 (Mw: 90
Kd) are shown.

4.4 Result from optimization with p53 primers (Stone et al., 2003)

4.4.1 cDNA concentration optimization
Despite previous publication, melting curve analysis of one of the p53 primer pairs (p53S)
showed indications of high amounts of primer-dimer formation. Increasing amounts of cDNA
template reduced, but not eliminated the primer-dimers (figure 16).

 Figure 16. Melting curve analysis of cDNA concentration optimization experiment. Real-time PCR on
duplicates of a ten-fold dilution series of treated cDNA from the cytosolic samples containing p53S primers, and
two negative controls, resulted in primer-dimers and no coherent data. The primer dimers were found in both p53
and in the experiment samples at the melting peak at 83.0 °C where also the negative controls displayed primer-
dimers.

PARP
HSP-90

Cytoplasm:    Nucleus:

Temperature [°C]
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Use of these primers would have led to misleading results, and experiments to attempt to rid
the reaction of the PD by increasing annealing temperature (thermal gradient analysis) was
performed. Using the melting analysis and the linear mode enabled study of the variance of
the response curve threshold values and the melting peaks of the formed products. Figure 16
displays multiple primer-dimers at the melting peaks at 83.0 °C whereas the amplicons has a
melting temperature of 87.5 °C. The negative controls display primer-dimer at melting
temperature 83.0 °C. The same dimerization conditions were true for the nuclear cDNA
samples. The experiment was performed on cytoplasmic cDNA from treated cells. The cDNA
concentration optimization experiment included a series of 10-fold dilutions ranging from 500
ng – 0.05 ng cDNA and consisted of duplicates.

4.4.2 Annealing temperature optimization
The temperature gradient experiment of the p53 primers (Stone et al., 2003) displayed
continued primer-dimers (not shown) as well as a large spread in the response curves at all
temperatures in the 60 to 69 °C gradient (figure 17). Wide spread of responses indicated
dimerization and the melting plot also verified this (not shown). Hence, increasing annealing
temperatures was unable to rid the reaction of the primer-dimer and the p53S primers were
discarded. The primer specificity was evaluated to be low for the given nucleotide sequence.
The GAPDH primers yielded satisfactory data and from temperature gradient analysis the
temperature 67.5 °C was selected as the optimal annealing temperature out of the 60 to 69 °C
gradient.

Figure 17. Linear graph of the temperature gradient of the p53S primer and the control response curves. The p53
samples (left circle) and the no template controls (right circle) were submitted to PCR annealing temperatures
between 60 to 69 °C. A wide spread of responses from the control samples indicated dimerization at all
temperatures. Each type of reaction consisted of duplicates and template from 500 ng cDNA was used.

                     Cycle
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Figure 18 shows the linear graph of the response curves of the GAPDH primer and the
corresponding negative controls after being submitted to temperatures between 60 to 69 °C.
The selected optimal annealing temperature was found to both avoid primer-dimers and avoid
traces shifting towards higher threshold.

Figure 18. Linear graph of the GAPDH and corresponding control response curves. The treated samples contain
GAPDH primers (left circle), and the controls (right circle), submitted to temperatures between 60 to 69 °C. The
ideal annealing temperature maximizing the GAPDH signal and minimizing the control signal was found to be
67.5 °C.

4.5 Results from optimization with p53 primers (W glarz et al., 2006)
The specificity of the new p53 primers (W glarz, et al., 2006) were tested due to the multiple
primer-dimers detected in the previous p53 primer pairs (Stone et al., 2002), indicating
insensitivity of the PCR reactions.

4.5.1 Temperature gradient
The temperature gradient study on the p53 primers in treated and corresponding controls
displayed a range of curves that enabled selection of the optimal annealing temperature: 67.5
°C. Based on the p53 response curves of the treated samples (left circle) and the the
corresponding controls (right circle), submitted to temperatures between 60 to 69 °C, the
optimal annealing temperatures were found (figure 19).

Figure 19. Linear graph of the response curves of the treated p53W samples and the corresponding negative. The
temperature gradient was set from 60 to 69 °C. Note the lack of signal in negative (no template) controls when
compared with figure 17. The optimal annealing temperature was set to 67.5 °C.

                     Cycle

                   Cycle
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The melting analysis of the graph containing selected p53 (W glarz et al., 2003) response
curves was ideal. Only a single melting peak at 86 °C coming from the p53 amplicons in
treated cytosoloc samples was found and a complete lack of primer-dimers is visible (figure
20). It was concluded from the temperature gradient experiments that the optimal annealing
temperature for both the p53 primers and the GAPDH primers were 67.5 °C.

Figure 20. Melting curve analysis of selected p53W response curves in treated and untreated cytosoloc (500
cDNA) samples. Only a single melting peak at 86 °C coming from the p53 amplicons in the treated cytosoloc
samples was found and no abundance of primer-dimers is visible.

It was at this stage also concluded that increased number of thermal cycles, from 40 to 48,
was necessary to achieve a more visible plateau phase in the response curves.

4.5.2 cDNA concentration optimization
Based on the results from experiments on the optimal cDNA concentration gradient we
selected 50 ng to be used for further tests. The amount was selected for both p53 and
GAPDH. The concentration was selected on the basis of behaviour of the response curves.
The cDNA optimization is essential since using too little amount of template material may
lead to erroneous results due to insufficient amount of amplicons. Simultaneously primer-
dimer formation may be caused by the excess of primers.
The concentration studies included four 10-fold dilutions ranging from 500 ng to 0.05 ng
cDNA. As expected, shifts towards a higher number of PCR cycles required for reaching the
fluorescence threshold was found to be correlated to decreased cDNA concentration.
The gradient results also indicate that lesser amounts, below 50 ng, seemed possible to utilize.
The lowest dilution of cDNA (0.05 ng) is too small to obtain results different from the
negative controls (not shown), and was determined as the limit of detection response

Temperature [°C]
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Figures 21 shows linear graphs the three-dilution range of nuclear respective cytosolic
samples from treated cells together with no-cDNA negative controls. The Ct separation
between the response curves are approximately 3-4 (to compare with an ideal Ct value 3.3
equalizing a 10-fold dilution). This separation of response curves was also visible in the all
the p53 and GAPDH series of samples tested (not shown).

Figure 21. p53W amplicon response curves from the nuclear compartment of treated cells. The curve responses
of the linear mode of the real-time PCR machine show shifting curves according to cDNA concentration. Curve
shifts from right to left: duplicate traces of 500, 50, and 5 ng cDNA, and no-cDNA negative controls.

The melting analysis displayed single melting peaks at 86 °C for the products formed from
the p53 primers for all the nuclear and cytosolic cDNA concentrations and single peaks at
approximate 88.0 °C for the GAPDH primers in all the nuclear and cytosoloc cDNA
concentrations (not shown). No primer dimer formation was visible in samples containing
template cDNA. The relative expression of the p53 mRNA, normalized to GAPDH levels,
with the cDNA gradient as the x-axis in a graph, displayed variance in the cellular
compartments dependent on the template concentration (figure 22).
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Figure 22. The relative expression of p53 mRNA in concentration gradient. The p53 levels are normalized to
GAPDH levels. The optimization utilized three dilutions of cDNA (500, 50, and 5 ng) extracted from
actinomycin D-treated cells (5 ½ hours). The relative expression of p53 in the nucleus and cytoplasm is similar
for both 50 ng and 5 ng dilutions.
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No difference between compartments was seen in the highest cDNA concentration, likely
reflecting the effect of large excess of template in these samples. Therefore more standard
dilutions were chosen for continued experiments, and a dilution of 50 ng was chosen.

4.6 Results with optimized primers

4.6.1 mRNA measurements after 5 ½ hours of treatment
The ensuing experiment, in accordance to the optimized real-time PCR protocol and selected
cDNA concentration, fold changes of p53 (w glarz et al., 2003) and GAPDH mRNA in ActD
treated cells was seen (figure 23). The p53W displayed an approximate 70 % reduction of
mRNA, to original levels, GAPDH mRNA a reduction of 25 % and 43 % in the nucleus and
in the cytoplasm compartments.
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Figure 23. The fold changes of the p53 and GAPDH mRNA in treated cells. The p53 mRNA fold changes are
relatively constant between both the cellular compartments whereas GAPDH is slightly higher. These changes
are coherent to what was expected.

The Pfaffl ratios revealed a 2.5-fold p53 mRNA expression increase in the nuclear
compartment and an approximate 1.6-fold mRNA increase in the cytosolic compartment
when normalized for GAPDH levels (figure 24). By comparison of the internal ratio of the
compartments (nuclei/cytoplasm), at the cDNA concentration 50 ng, it was found that three
individual experiments displayed similar ratios.
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Figure 24. Relative expression of the p53 mRNA in the nuclear and cytosolic compartments after 5½ hours of
incubation with actinomycin D and DMSO normalized to GAPDH. The values are estimated to: 2.5 (nucleus)
and 1.6 (cytoplasm). The PCR efficiencies of the respective compartments are between 102.3 % for p53 and 106
% for GAPDH. n=3 per sample. The stacks are calculated according to the Pfaffl model.
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4.6.2 Time study experiment results
The time study consisted of 4 exposure times (1, 3, 6, 24 hours) and displayed fluctuations in
the relative expression of p53 in treated cells (see stack diagram in figure 25 and time-plot in
figure 26).
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Figure 25. Time study of the p53 mRNA expression in treated cells. After normalization to 1 hour values and
GAPDH levels the p53 expression level performance is below the reference setting at all times and in both of the
cellular compartments. The nucleus displays a steadily declining p53 mRNA expression according to increased
time of exposure to actinomycin D, until to around 6 hour, where a levelling off is detected. The cytosol shows a
rapidly declining mRNA expression between 1 hour and 3 hour but a significant increase between 3 hour and 6
hour, and finally with another noticeable drop between 6 hours and 24 hours. Statistical analysis with ANOVA
(Minitab v. 15) displayed a 95 % significant difference between the cytosolic samples at 1 hour and 3 hour as
well as between 6 hour and 24 hour. A statistic significant difference at 90 % was found between 3 hour and 6
hour. The annoted asterisks above the brackets signify the significant difference at 95 % (*) and at 90 % (**)
found in between the times. The decrease of the nuclear p53 mRNA at different times was found to be
significant at 95 %. This study was repeated three times (n=3) and the graph consists of integrated data as
described by the Pfaffl model.
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Figure 26. Time plot over the changing p53 mRNA expression in treated cells. After normalization to 1 hour
values and GAPDH levels the p53 expression level performance is below the reference setting at all times and in
both of the cellular compartments. The nucleus displays a steadily declining p53 mRNA expression according to
increased time of exposure to actinomycin D, until to around 6 hour, where the decrease levels off. The cytosol
shows a rapidly declining mRNA expression between 1 hour and 3 hour but a significant increase between 3
hour and 6 hour, and finally with another noticeable drop between 6 hours and 24 hours.
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The data is normalized to the treated 1 hour values of p53 and GAPDH and is set at 1. As
expected due to the inhibition of cellular transcription, drops of p53 mRNA levels below the
normalization setting are visible at all times and in both of the cellular compartments. The
nucleus displays a declining p53 mRNA expression according to increased time of exposure
to actinomycin D, until to around 24 hour, where a slight increase in p53 mRNA levels is
detected. The cytosol shows a rapidly declining mRNA expression between 1 hour and 3 hour
but a significant increase between 3 hour and 6 hour, and finally with another marked drop
between 6 hours and 24 hours.
The relative expression between the p53 levels in each compartment illustrates a higher
content of p53 in the nucleus then in the cytosolic compartment at hours 3 and 24. However,
at 6 hours of exposure, the opposite state is found and the cytosol has a higher p53 mRNA
fold change then the nucleus. This change is best viewed in figure 26.

5. Discussion.
Previously no study has been conducted on the changing fluctuations of the p53 mRNA levels
in the isolated eukaryotic cellular compartments under treatment of DNA damaging agents.
The interpretation of the data are far from conclusive by themselves and have to be placed in a
context to make sense. The context here, being the posttranscriptional mechanisms of
nucleocytoplasmic regulation and compartmentalization of mRNA. Supportive evidence from
other experiments in connection to this project also aid within this framework.
It is known from previous studies that p53 protein levels in the cell increase as a response to
actinomycin D. The Actinomycin D will both function as a trigger of p53 production as well
as an inducer of inhibited transcription. Thus even though the transcription is inhibited and no
more mRNA is transcribed to proteins an ongoing translation of p53 is occurring. And since
the p53 protein senses the DNA damage at an early stage the cell will redirect its production
of proteins to favour the production of the most pivotal proteins in regard to maintenance of
genetic stability and cell health. Genes with less crucial roles in cell survival will have their
expression silenced or diminished. Although several posttranscriptional mechanisms are
known to be able to redirect flow of species of transcript to be translated to the desired
protein, this may not be wholly sufficient to explain the fluctuations seen in respective cellular
compartment (figure 26).

A hypothetic model that may explain the changes seen are that apoptosis-related events is
driving the p53 mRNA shuttling in the cell. It may be that the continued translation of p53 is
the result of the programmed cell death, albeit, which exact role it has in the events are
uncertain.
After treatment initiation, relative levels of p53 mRNA are declining in both cellular
compartments. In the nucleus, where p53 protein is known to accumulate in response to cell
stress, a constant diminishing is seen until around 6 hours and to thereafter experience a slight
increase. In the cytosol, on the contrary, the decline is only initial and p53 increases markedly
after about 3 hours of exposure. This is its first breaking point. The second comes at 6 hours
where it again goes into decline for the rest of the time study. Thus the p53 mRNA levels
undergo a switch in concentration in the cytosol. This switch is most remarkable at 6 hours
(figure 26).
Two events may be taking place that explain the apparent stabilisation and translocation of
p53 mRNA levels from the nucleus to the cytosol. First, apoptosis has proceeded so far that
the cell is undergoing nuclear membrane blebbing and the transcripts are leaking out
uncontrollably into the cytosol. However, this is not supported by the western blot that
detected effective protein separation at 5 ½ hours after treatment. Second, a nuclear pool of
p53 mRNA molecules is released for translation. A speculation is that mRNA molecule
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reservoirs exist in the nucleus for safe-keeping storage for times of cellular stress. It is
possible the pool of mRNA is transported into the cytosol for translation to p53 proteins, or, if
the transcripts are destined for other protein species, required to undergo further
posttranscriptional modifications (e.g. alternative splicing) to become potent p53 proteins for
apoptosis. If that is the case, the translations of p53 proteins are possibly IRES-mediated. It
has been found that in situations of cellular stress, that cap-dependent translation is inhibited
and that critical proteins involved in survival or death is regulated in this way. (Yang et al.,
2006) The p53 protein translation is assumed to start after the early apoptotic events have
unfolded at 6 hours since this would mark a strong cellular stress situation.
In either case whether the mRNA fluctuations derives from a pool or are the result of changes
in mRNA half-life, the switch most likely results in increased translation of p53 proteins, or
p53 specialized truncated forms.
Further evidence that to some extent may support and verify (and vice versa) this hypothesis
is currently under investigation. The available, albeit unpublished, data so far adding to the
assumptions is the binding studies of p53 mRNA and the multifunctional proteins of the
hnRNP family. Submitted to treatment of actinomycin D these hnRNP proteins display a
subcellular location matching the behaviour of the p53 transcripts. The western blotting of
this displays that the hnRNP binding is drastically strengthened at 6 hours, peaks in strength
at 24 hours, to gradually decline in the 48 hour set point. The comparative samples in the
nucleus are all markedly weaker at the same times but in no way absent. Both of these results
verify the real-time PCR results to a high extent. (Kyle Christian, personal communication)

Proof for possible connection with increased cytosolic p53 mRNA at 6 hours post treatment
comes with the detection of the p43 protein, a p53-related protein, in the cytosol (unpublished
data). Its presence decreases at later times but its activity at 6 hours is possible linked to the
mitochondrial apoptotic machinery.
From all presented data it is speculated that a novel circumstance within the post-
transcriptional mechanism of nucleocytoplasmic regulating p53 mRNA has been found.
Possible this is a previously undescribed compartmentalization mechanism of p53 mRNA,
similar to that of the post-translational protein compartmentalization mechanism.

Further extensive studies are needed to guarantee reproducibility of the time study experiment
– as described by conventional scientific procedures. Possible two more studies consisting of
three trials each of the described protocol and conditions are required to conduct. For this
purpose also new HepG2-cells should be utilized to reduce the risk that the results are
dependent on different clones of HepG2 cells that may add variation in sensitivity
(Knasmüller et al., 2004).
Of interest are also new approaches on the time study in regard of further exposure times.
New treatment times may elucidate p53 mRNA level fluctuations not seen in the current
study.

In regard of the optimization of the real-time PCR and the normalization of pre-data treatment
procedures it is advisable to continue to search in the literature data bases for new
information. Certainly new publications will shed more light on the uncertainties that is
inevitable in data from highly sensitive systems such as the real-time PCR. Especially the
end-pint information from the machine, the threshold (Ct) values are of interest in to gain
knowledge about. During this project drastic differences in the Ct values have been seen with
sometimes rather small adjustments of the threshold line. Also of importance are safety
measures in handling the cDNA preparation reagents before testing in the real-time PCR
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machine. Precautions are by this author to be regarded a permanent condition if beginning to
utilize real-time PCR instruments in studies of gene expression.
Thus said the technique can, if carefully learned and monitored, still be regarded as superior
to the classic method of RNA detection, northern blotting that still relies heavily on high
amounts of cell material.

Another source of possible problems is the intrinsic uncertainty of the cloned cell lines.
Although a number of reviews articles exist about cell lines, in vitro gene expression, and
housekeeping genes, different opinions exist about their suitability, alone and in combinations
with the different biological parameters. In particular, the housekeeping gene, GAPDH, has
been under scrutiny and “although the housekeeping genes should not be influenced by the
experimental treatment, according to the literature data all housekeeping genes tested so far
are either more or less regulated and their transcription in a living cell is not absolutely
resistant to cell cycle fluctuations.” (W glarz et al., 2006). Adding to the uncertainty is also
the finding that GAPDH has been shown to be upregulated in cancer.
To determine the possible medical use, on basis of the kind of research described in this
paper, would be an overstretch to say the least as countless elusive questions remains. As
always, the results should also ideally be reproducible in an in vivo system, which often is not
the case with laboratory experiments. However, the research on gene regulation in cells in
general is promising and “the concept of transcription as a therapeutic target for anticancer
agents and in sensitizing cancer cells to anticancer therapy is exciting and should stimulate
new avenues of investigation” (Ljungman & Lane, 2004).
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